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22 July 19.86
Western Europe-United States:

Differences over Policy toward

-

Libya Highlight Deeper Splits within the Alliance·

Introduction
The

ag(i_inst Libya on. 15 April sparked as much
in Western Europe as it did support in . the United
States--highlighting not only a tactical difference in
perspective on the two sides rif. the Atlantic toward the terrorist
problem, but also a slowly growing divergence of views on the
fundamental nature of the Alliance. I
I
U~

::;tr~~.e

di~a~pr6val

West European leaders agree, of course, that NAT0 1 s core
purpose is to defend against the Soviets, and they generally
recognize that they get far more f r om the United States than they
give in pursuit of that goal. The i r slowness to help the US in
the fight against Libyan terrorism suggests, however, that they
tend to accept that asymmetry without feeling a strong
corresponding obligation tci stand behind the leader of t he
Alliance when it attern~ts to uphold Western interests outside of
the NATO area. IL~~--'J

~

. (c)
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. Alliance solidarity fostered by the threats of a So~iet
military attack in Central Europe is weakening as that threat
recedes in West European eyes and the new Soviet leadership makes
apparent headway in its efforts to encourage their drift into
complacency·. Although the Soviets have continued directly and by
This memorandum !
I reflects a line of analysis
·develop-ea during· exchan es among members of the EURA Libya.
Workin Grou ,
Some of the concl usions are a mittedly
speculative, an we encourage comments from~o~u~r~r~~:..L--",_.._~~--,
Questions and comments may be addressed to
Chief, West European Division,
L,..-~~~~~~~~~-
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proxy to challenge Western interests in other parts of the world,
the West Europeans have · not reacted as· strongly to threats that
do not involve them directly. As a result, Washington's efforts
to defend US and Western interests a~ainst chall~ng~s from
outside the NATO area have attracted little support across the
Atlantic; rather, they have tended to feed West European fears
that needless US activism could lead them into dangerous
conflicts. I
I
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These fears, along with the West Europeans' perception that
they are entitled to continue benefitting from an unbalanced
security relationship, are likely to increase strains within the
_Alliance. Already, i~ is fashionable among many educated West
Europeans, for example, to see their continent caught between two
"superpowers" which, if not morally equivalent, at least pose
nearly equal threats to their peace and well-being. This
situation provides the Soviets ~ith a standing opportunity to fari
tr·a nsatlantic estrangement by · promoting · future out...;.of-area
crises. I
~
I
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Although each out-of-area cr"isis will have different
implications, we believe that the Libyan episode provided
glimpses into a developing split within the Alliance that could
reappear more and more frequently. The full dimension and
ultimate potential of the problem was only briefly in view
because West European leaders--alarmed by the strong
anti-American upsurge and parallel anti-European upsurge in the
United States after 15 April--tried to smooth over differences
with Washington about how to respond to Libyan support for
terrorism. We believe that the limited measures taken by the EC
and endorsed at the Economic Summit in Tokyo should be seen more
as an attempt to close the transatlantic breach and deter
Washington from further military action than as an
acknowledgement 'that Western Europe has a responsibility to fight
the international menance of state-sponsored terrorism. I
=1
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The Alliance. has been shaken by disagreements many times
before, but we believe the recent transatlantic tensions
highl~ght some basic differences that have evolved slowly over
the years. In the first section of this paper, we address the
process of transatlantic estrangement that has been brought to
light by the Libyan affair and as~ess the divergence in interests
and world views between the United States and Western Europe. In
the second part, we examine how this divergence in basic outlook
reinforced the more specific tactical reservations tqat West
Europeans had concerning US policy toward Libya and what this may
mean for their willingness to cooperate with the United States on
terrorism and . other issues. I
I
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Difference~

in Perception and Analysis

ot

the Terr6rist Problem

As masters of former colonial empires, the West Europeans
believe they have a privileged insight into the interaction
between relatively developed and less developed societies, and
they see at least the surge in Islamic fundamentalist
terrorism--especially that flowing from Hizballah and Iran--in
this light. This perspective inclines them to take a long view
3.3(b)(1)
and to believe that there is little they can do about some
aspects of the international terrorism. As they see it, the West
bas little choice except to wait until the most atavistic parts
of the Middle East have made their peace psychologically with the
3.5(c)
modern world. \
· I
·
There is some tendency to see Arab supper
terrorism as .well in "anti~colonialist" terms

-::.·

:,..__ ...:

for Palestinian
3.3(b)(1)

This article of faith among a number of West European
intellectuals may not be held as such by many average citizens.
There is nonetheless a shared conviction among both leaders and
voters t
here can-"be no eace in the Middle East and no
so ution to the terrorist problem until the Palestinian issue is
resolved. West European leaders are not so naive as to believe
that Qadhaf i or Khomeini would be any less revolutionary or that
Assad would be any less treacherous if there were a Palestinian
homeland. They are convinced, however, that such a solution
would sharply reduce the numbers of radically aggrieved
Palestinians who now float around the Middle East providing
radical Arab leaders with too many ready tools.
J

\

We believe it is the West Europeans' optimistic view of the
short-term impact of a Palestinian state on Middle Eastern
( t~rrorism that leads them to conclude that the us focus on
terrorism is myopic. They argue that Washington is onl~
attacking the symptom and that the United States must turn its
attention to the Palestinian origins of the problem if it is to
succeed. By this, West Europeans mean that Washington must
persuade or coerce Israel into accepting the formation of a
Palestinian state in which the PLO would play a leading role.
Indeed, some West Europeans almost certainly worry that
Washington's new activism in combating Middle Eastern terrorism
has made it an unwi ttin instr m n
· ·
·
policy
They probably believe that joining in us military or
economic pressure on terrorist-supporting states would actually

3.5(c)

3.3(b)(1)
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10?~
mOke it harder over the long term to deal with what theyl regai l
as one of the principal · roots of the terrorist 2.roblem.

fi'

A final factor in Western Europe;s different perception of
terrorism is its own experience with homegrown revolutionaries
and urban guerrillas in the 1970s and early 1980s. The domestic
terrorist problem persists, but most West Europeans are convinced
that the worst is behind them. They credit their success to
effective police action, public safety precautions, and the
terrorists' own growing sense of futility with their causes, and
they believe that the same path could be followed in fighting
Middle Eastern terrorism. In our opinion, however, they fail to
recognize that they did not make much progress against their
domestic terrorists until they effectively declared war on them, ../'
and that lapse of memory prevents them from drawing a parallel
conclusion in the West's confrontation with state-sponsored
. terror isltl today • . I
I
Differences in International Roles:
versus Washirigton's Global view

3
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Western Europe's Insularity

A still more basic lngredient in European reluctance to
support us policy toward Libya is the growth in Eurocentrism.
Since the loss of overseas empire, many of the separate West
European states .have turned inward and lost much of their former
sense of global mission. This basic shift in world position has
led to an equally basic shift in their perception of the Atlantic
Alliance. In the 1940s and 1950s, the West Europeans sought
Washington's help in beating back indigenous challenges to their
overseas colonies. Now, more than two decades after the loss of
their last important imperial holdings, the West Europeans insist
that the Alliance's objective is to safeguard Western Europe's
security--not to stand up for democratic values and Western
interests in other parts of the world. Insularity in the EC and
EFTA has been highly profitable, giving rise to the paradox that
Western Europe has become more parochial at the same time that it
has grown richer.. and stronger--and less deferential to the United
States. I
\
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In this respect, many of the factors influencing Western
Europe's response to terrorism are reflected in European
attitudes on East-West issues. West Europeans have grown
complacent about the threat of communism--either the domestic or
the Soviet varieties--and they have been generally content to
pursue detente with the East Bloc without worrying . about Soviet
subversion in other parts of the world. Their relatively mild
reaction to all but the most bloody terrorist attacks contrasts
with their strong condemnation of the US raid in much the same
way~s their muted responses to Soviet interventions in
Afgh'anistan and Poland differed from their resistance to US
pressure to reduce their dependence on the Soviet pipeline.
Unless West Europeans are directly threatened themselves, they
are far more likely to be unsettled by US calls for collective
action against terrorist or communist wrongs than they are by
those wrongs themselves. j
I
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Changing perceptions of the Alliance are a final factor
explaining why the West Europeans take so narrow a view of their
responsibilities as members of the Atlantic Alliance. Many in
the older generation have lived under the umbrella of us
Frotection for so long that they have come to see it as theirs by
right without any corollary responsibilities on their part. The
ever expanding majority of West European voters born since 1945
have no first-hand experience of the circumstances that
contributed to NATO's birth; many in this group doubt that the
Soviets pose a threat. Others · in the group believe that the real
danger to their welfare is what they call the arms race between
Washington and Moscow and that US determination to resist Soviet
global pretensions could drag Western Europe into an East-West
conflagration. A small but growing number of younger voters has
even come to accept Sovi~t propaganda that US pursuit of Western
military preparedness is the principal threat to peace.

3.5(c)

All of these concerns are heightened because two_World Wars
fought on European soil this century and numerous colonial
strug<?les lost after 1945 hav.e made West Europeans skeptical

5

3.5(c)

3.S(c)

about the ·costs and effic·acy of militar_y action and cynical about
the role of morality in international affairs. The ·upheavals of
the 20th century have also given their political life a strong
pacifist undertow. These nega~ive attitudes have already
·
combined to scupper Allied support for US military action beyond
Western Europe's borders. Over time, they could undermine ,--.~~~
support for collective security in Western Europe itself . j~~~~

.

~
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Current Differences over Tactics

.

"· ·:

Despite these underlying fundamental differences of view, the
dispute between Western Europe and the United States over policy
toward Libya has been prgued out so far on a tactical level,
focusing on whether military force is an effective means of
combating terrorism and whether economic ·Sanctions are workable.
Many European leaders almost certainly also shared the Eerception
of their publics that the raid would be counterproductive~-that
ft wouid ' provoke a bloodbath of terrorist retaliation, for'c e the
moderate Arabs to rally around Qadhafi, drive all of them closer
to the Soviet Union, and jeopardize West European economic
inte·rests in the Middle East. Fear that striking Qadhafi 's hive
would only stir up terrorist wasps to sting the nearest
bystanders--Western Europe, not the United States--probably
overwhelmed any recognition of how much West European passivity
might encourage Qadhafi and other state sponsors of terrorism to
continue their efforts. I
I
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West European leaders continue to worry that military
retaliation against Libya will escalate if Washington becomes
embroiled in a mounting cycle of violence with Tripoli. Indeed
US accusations against Syria sparked fears that a military
campaign against Libyan terrorism will expand into conflict with
Syria and Iran, drawing in both the Soviet Union and the rest of
the Arab world. If this did occur, the West Europeans would then
face an extremely difficult choice--either fall in behind the
United States and alienate their own voters or stand aloof and
jeopardize US support for th~ defense of Western Europe. ~j~~~~

3.S(c)

West Europeans also worry that participation in economic
sanctions against Libya will invite Libyan retaliation. In any
case, they oppose sanctions as a matter of principle, contending
that history shows they do not work and arguing that there are
always countries that will take advantage of boycotts to beat
others -out of lucr·ative · commetcial ties. sy and · 1a·r9e; the
Europeans have found quiet diplomatic efforts (and, o~casionally,

v
6
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private accommodation) to be more effective than public
threats--which in their mind, expose ihem to humiliation if they
fail.* I
I
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Given these disagreements, Washington is likely to continue
meeting resistance when it presses for military action or
economic sanctions against Middle Eastern terrorism. We believe,
however, that the Europeans may be amenable to some arguments for
enhanced cooperation. Most fundamentally, West European leaders
are still too unsure of their ability to ~tand alone to risk a
major break with Washington, and they will probably remain so for
some years to come. Moreover, there are signs that the wide
disparity in public opinion on each side of the Atlantic toward
the US strike worried many Europeans and probably increased
public backing for the limi.ted anti-Libran measures their leaders
_adopted to placate Washing~or:i.

3.5(c)

J
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For the medium term at least, we believe Washington will be
able to continue squeezing a modicum of support from West
Eur~op!'!an ""leaders partly with reminders that the alternative may
be further military strikes, and partly with hints of how much
Alliance solidarit on this or that articular oint means to
Washin ton

1
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In particular, Europeans are likely to look more favorably on
economic and diplomatic measures against Libya now that they know
the alternative may be further military strikes. Several leaders
have already expressed willingness to expand on the tentative ·
steps already taken, especially if. Libya is implicated in further
terrorist attacks·. Appeals to West European leaders for support,
3.3(b)(1 )
3.5(c)

7
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hbwe~er,

are likely to~ear less arid. less well if public opinion
continues its long-ter~drift in the othei direction and if
little progress is made toward resolving key West European
concerns about relations ·with moderate Arabs. I
j

.

.•
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Implications for the United States
West Eurbpean leaders have papered over some of the chasm
between their countries and Washington with the anti-terrorist
measures they implemented after 15 April, and West European
voters, too, may be looking at US anti-terrorist policy a little
more dispassionately than they did during their first negative
kneejerk reaction. The fact remains that differences persist
over how to deal with Middle Eastern terrorism and that, more
seriously, these tactical diff~rences overlay more basic and
growing divisions~of international perspective and interest
(( between the Allles and . the United States. This larger process of
deterioration can still be stopped, but not unless West European
political leaders .speak out with courage and conviction on the
reasbns their countries should continue to support· both the
Atlantic Alliance and the United States.

I
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
W ASHINGTON , D.C . 20506

INFORMATION

July 25, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M.

POINDE~ER

COB~

FROM:

TYRUS W.

SUBJECT:

The Libya Strike:

A Sober Canadian Reassessment

Wonder of wonders! Thought you might like to review the attached
editorial from the Toronto Globe and Mail, the Canadian
equivalent of the New York Times and a frequent critic of U.S.
policy. The editorial reassesses the initial condemnation of our
strike against Libya, arguing:
Criticisms of the U.S. strikes as a "violation of
international law" were wrong, and suggested erroneously that
retaliation for the murders of Americans was not self-defense.
Suggestions that dealing with the "root causes of the
conflict" in the Middle East would mollify Qadhafi were naive.
The downward trend . line in international terrorism since the
Libyan raid "indicates those rank amateurs of foreign policy in
the White House may have understood what makes the world tick ·
better than wise old heads in Allied capitals."
Contrary to conventional wisdom the "mad dog" of
international terrorism has reacted like a "whipped .puppy." The
U.S. raid clearly had a sobering effect on him. Further, the
expected support of moderate Arabs for Qadhaf i never
materialized.
The raids provoked initial tran s-Atlantic tensions, but the
Allies now agree on the need for collective counterterrorism
action.
"Sheriff Reagan," so belittled abroad last April, "stands
much taller than his critics today."
cc:

Peter Rodman
Jack Matlock
Peter Sommer
Ken deGraf fenreid
Ollie ~

Howard Teicher
Jim Stark
Dennis Ross
Steve Sestanovich
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·The effect on Libya
.:• About
last April. . • Remem- consequences of any terrorllm
ber how Sheriff Ronald Rea1an
emptied his •Ix-shooter at the
Tripoli Kid, to a chorus of boos
from his Western allies?
Venerable CanadiaN such u
former ambassador George
lanatieff and former senator
~uaene Forsey called the U.S.
air strikes on Libya a violation
of international law, as if reta lia·
tton for the murders of Ameri·
cans Ttert not self~efence. Oth·
ers insisted that the United
States should deal with the root
c;auses of the confiict, as If COi~
ncl Moammar C::adhafi would be
appeased by anything short of
Olt eradication of Israel and the
-:-eplac:ement of moderate Arab
nllers with radical pro-Libyan
Ones.
: Now that the dust has settled,

k Is Instructive

to

compare the

"8rlr. prophecies made in midApttl with -subsequent events.
The trend line sinc:e the Tripoli

raid lndlcates those rank ama.
of to~ign policy in the
White House may have under·
$tood what makes the world tick
helter than the wise old heads In
allied capitals who stressed the
oeed to take terrorism in stride.
· The nid, it was said, would
ftot deter Libya from further
act1 of terrorisrn, but would il\stead provoke it to retaliate. Col.
Gadhafi would try to avenae the
blow to "is tarnily and his honor.
In fact, the opPQ3ite has oc:curred. The "mad doc" of international terrorism has reacted
· like a whipped puppy.
'1'1\is It Mt to say thast the
Libyan leader has been pe""a·
nenUy neutralized. But the U.S.
raids c:Jearty had a soberlnc ef.
feet on him; there has not bMn
one terrorist act attributable to
Libya since the U.S. bombers
stnack. Indeed, except for at·
tempu by Syrian·spon.t0red
Palestinians to plant bombs on
· two Israeli airliners, there have
been virtually no serious attacks
since mid-April by Middle £ast·
ern radlc:als in Europe. The U.S.
, raids effectively communicated
to Col. Gadhan that his country
would not be Immune from the

a'eurt

he sponsored.
1be April bomblna was al10
said to have split the AtlanUc
Alliance, since U.S. alliea Ln
continental Europe refused to

provide co.operation or even
approval for Ute raids. Yes,
there were some lnittal trans.Atlantic tensions, but the Eu~
peans soon came to appreciate
that if the alliance did not tackle
Col. Gadhafl collectively, It
would force the United States to
tac kit him unilaterally.
In the follow1n1 weeks, Libyan
diplomata were eHpelled from

\\'est Germany, Italy, France

and Spain in retaliation for their
role in terrorism. Syrian dlpl()o
mats were expelled from Britain
for the same reasan. The seven.
nation summlt ln May explicitly

condemned

Libya's

mischief;

and co-operation between West·
em lnteltlgence agencies reportedly has been ti&htened.
It was also predicted In April
that the U.S. attacks would inflate Libya's lnftuence In the
Middle East, that f'\'en ft\Oderate
Arab n.alers wou1d feel obli&ed to.
back Col. Gadhafi in a show of
pan.Arab solidarity. For a '"'
days his stock did appear to rise
in the Arab world, but this was
illusory.
Just ask Morocco's King Hassan II. In August. 1984, M: was
sufficiently alarmed by Col.
Oadhafi's extremism to agree to
a ftderation between his kin&dom and Libya. (He hoped the
union would impose some restraint on the colonel.) But since
the Tripoli raid, the Moroc.c:&n
blueblood has lost his dread of
the Ubyan bedouln. Emboldened
by U.S. assertiveness, Kfl\I
Hassan this week wisely rejected Areb rejectionisrn of Israel
and rolled out the Ttelcome mat
for Prime Minister Shimon
Peres, Col. Oadhafl's archenemy.
Hu the Tripoli ktd been cut
down to aize? At this point, we
~tilt don't know. But Sheriff.
Reagan, so belittled abroad last
April, stands muc:h taller ttuUl
his critics toduy.

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

July 25, 1986
MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN M. POINDEXTER

COBB~

FROM:

TYRUS W.

SUBJECT:

The Libya Strike:

A Sober Canadian Reassessment

Wonder of wonders! Thought you might like to review the attached
editorial from the Toronto Globe and Mail, the Canadian
equivalent of the New York Times and a frequent critic of U.S.
policy. The editorial reassesses the initial condemnation of our
strike against Libya, arguing:
Criticisms of the U.S. strikes as a "violation of
international law" were wrong, and suggesEed erroneously that
retaliation for the murders of Americans was not self-defense.
Suggestions that dealing with the "root causes of the
conflict" in the Middle East would molllly Qadhafi were naive.
The downward trend line in international terrorism since the
Libyan raid "indicates those rank amateurs of foreign policy in
the White House may have understood what makes the world tick
better than wise old heads in Allied capitals."
Contrary to conventional wisdom the "mad dog" of
international terrorism has reacted like a "whipped puppy." The
U.S. raid clearly had a sobering effect on him. Further, the
expected support of moderate Arabs for Qadhafi never
materialized.
The raids provoked initial trans-Atlantic tensions, but the
Allies now agree on the need for collective counterterrorism
action.
"Sheriff Reagan," so belittled abroad last April, "stands
much taller than his critics today."
cc:

Peter Rodman
Jack Matlock
Peter Sommer
Ken deGraf f enfeid
Ollie North V
Howard Teicher
Jim Stark
Dennis Ross
Steve Sestanovich
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·The effect on Libya
: About last April. • . Remem-

ber how Sheriff Ronald llea1an

emptled h!s •ix-shooter at the
Tripoli KJd, to a chon11 of boos
from his Western allies?
Venerable Cam&dians such as
former ambassador George
Ianatieff and former senator
~uaene Forsey called the U.S.
air strikes on Libya 1 violation
of International law, as if retalia-

don for the murders of Ameri·
cans 'tftre not self-defence. 0th·
trs insisted that the United
States should deal with the root
c;auses of the confiict, as If COie>
nel Moammar Cadhafi would bt
appeased by anything short or
Cl\t eradication of Israel and the
~lacement

of moderate Arab
rulers with radical p~Llbyan
Ones.
: Now that the dust has settled,
k ls instn1cllve to compare the
&lark prophecies madt! in midAprtl with -subsequent events.
The trend tine since the Tripoli
nld lndicates those rank amaieurt of foreign policy in the
'White House may hllve underetood what makes the world tick
helter than the wise old heads in
allied capitals who stresed the
oeed to take terrorism ift stride.
· The nid, it was said, would
not deter Libya from further
actl of tertorisrn. but would il\stead provoke It to retaliate. Col.
Gadhafi would try to avenge the
~ to his family and his honor.
In fact. the op~tte has occurred. 'lbe .. mad dos 11 of international terrorism has reacted
· like a whipped puppy.
11\il II not to say that the
Ubyan leader has been penna·
nentty neutralized. But the U.S.
raids clearly had a soberi~~-

fect an hlm; there has not
one terrorist act attributable to

Libya since the U.S. bombers
struck. Indeed, except for attemptt by Syrian-spomored
Palestinians to plant bombs on
· two Israeli airliners, then: have
been virtually no serious attacks
since mid-A n1 bi Mi~le £astern radicals in £urope. Tbe U.S.
, nt& eflectlvtly communicated
to Col. Gadhaft that his country
would not be immune frorn the

consequences of any terroriam
he sponsored.
The April bombtne wu alao
aald to have split the AtlanUc
Alllance. since U.S. atli11 ln
continental Europe refused to
provide co.operation or even

approval for the raids. Yes.
there were some initial transAtlantic tensions, but the Euf"O.
peans soon came to appreciate
that if the alliance did not tackle
Col. Gadhafl collectively. it
would force the United States to
tackle him unilaterat1y.
ln the fol1owln1 weeks, Ltbyan
diplomata were eHpelled from

West Germany. Italy, France
and Spain in retaliation for their
role in terrorism. Syrian dlpl~
mats were expelled from Britain
for the same nason. The seven.
nation summlt In May explicitly
condemned Libya's mischief,
and co-operation between West·

em Intelligence agencies reportedly has been ti&htened.
It was also predicted In April
that ~ U.S. attacks would Innate Libya's influence In the
Middle East, that f\'en moderate
Arab rulers would feel obli&ed to
back Col. Gadhafi in a show of
pan-Arab solidarity. For a f~
days his stock did appear to rise
in the Arab world, but this was
utusory .

Just ask Morocco•s King Hassan II. In August. 1984. 1'e was
sufflclently alarmed by cot.
Oadhafi'I extremism to agree to
a f~eration ~ween his kin&dom and Ltb)ra. (He hoped the

union would impose

90lne

n-

stralnt on the colonel.) But stnc:e
the Tripoli raid, the Moroccan
blueblood has last his dread of
tM Ubyan bedouln. Emboldened
by U.S. assertiveness, Ktna
Hassan this week wisely rejected Arab rejectionism of Israel
and rolled out the welcome mat
for Prime Miillster Shimon
Peres, Col. Gadhafl"s archenemy.
Has the Tripoli Ktd been cut

down to aize? At this point, we
still don•1 know. But Sheriff.
·Jteagan. so belittled abroad last
April, stands much taller 11Mln
his critics toduy.

I'

United States Department of State

Washington, D.C.

20520

July 29, 1986

LIBYAN ACTIVITIES IN THE WESTE RN HEMISPHERE

Libya has attempted to subvert many countries in Latin
America.
The ~ethods are numerous:
funds to leftist
parties, training . and arms to guerrilla movements,
conferences for radicals and terrorists.
Libya has also
run illegal activities out of its Peoples' Bureaus,
gathered recruits through "friendship societies,"
engineered takeovers of legitimate Islamic organizations,
and created its own Muslim groups and schools .
Very little has been published about these
activities.
However, a new Department of State report
helps to bridge this information gap.
Libyan Activities
in the Western Hemisphere discusses Qadhafi's political,
economic, and military ties with the Sandinistas, as well
as his attempts to spread subversion in the Caribbean and
South America.
This
region is
to foster
has never

report also shows that Libya's goal in the
twofold:
to destabilize current governments and
an anti-U.S. climate. Much of the information
before been released.
Sincerely,

~tv,lfrRobert W. Kagan
Deputy for Policy and Public Affairs
Bureau of Inter-American Affairs

